
What About Dante 

 

Dante created his own hell, trying to describe the way of going down and deep, Dante created his own 
fears and created the cure, he were in the line between the heaven and the hell, everybody have his 
own hell like Dante, and putting the Cross or any kind of own principles on the chest, very wide and very 
red, we all Dante, I’m Dante. 
This piece inspired by the Divine Comedy\ Dante’s inferno, will be mixed with the spiritual movement of 
Sufi, creating melody between the movement and the sound. 
The performer who will be taking the character of Dante will sing and the music will be from the 
performer by mixing between the Christian hymns and the Oriental singing, trying to create and merge 
two spiritual cultures. 
The performer will make the Sufi dance “Turning”, not just Turning but it’s the inspiration of the circles 
that Dante describe in the Divine comedy, the whole reference will be from a special part in the Divine 
comedy “Inferno”, in the movement (beside the turning), describe some parts from the journey of Dante 
with his master Virgil, of what he saw from the circles of the sins and how he saw the suffering souls 
from their sins. 
In the beginning of the piece there will be humming “Merge between Christian hymns and Oriental 
hymns” walking in diagonal to the center, in this part describing what if Dante still a knight and he fight 
the 3 animals he saw before his master, Virgil, show himself and lead Dante to the gate of inferno, from 
this part start the journey of Dante “with the turning”, and singing a Sufi part from a Sufi known poets, 
his name is “El Hallag”, in the end there will be turning but in a different rhythm and increasing the 
rhythm of the breathing.   
This solo performed in the 20th international solo dance theater festival in Stuttgart "March 2016" and 
got the 3rd prize of performance, also in Italy "Sardinia" in CortoinDanza festival "June 2016" and got a 
residency prize plus programmed in a festival prize.  
This solo performed in many countries and cities around Europe and Middle east, Germany “Stuttgart – 
Heidelberg – Karlsruhe – Augsburg – Regensburg – Ulm – Lindau – Hamburg”, Italy “Rome – Cagliari”, 
Dubai “El Quoz art festival”, Morocco “On Marche festival”, Lebanon “Bipod” and Egypt.  
 

Performer: Mounir Saeed 
Music: Nouran Tarek “Singer” 
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